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Contemporary circus solo
Show for theaters and circus tents

Duration (WORK-IN-PROGRESS): 40 mins
Circus Technique: aerial rope,LAMP manipulation 

Suitable for all audiences



In front of the many complex problems we face as humanity, we
believe that art should be an invitation to understand the
present in order to imagine a more sustainable and, therefore,
happier future. We are aware that art has the power to shift
limits, to promote new values. We take this statement as a
driving force for creation, so we understand our project as a
form of critical engagement with our present in crisis.

LA DONNA LAMPADA IS A CONTEMPORARY CIRCUS PERFORMANCE INSPIRED BY THE GENRE OF THE
PERFORMANCE LECTURE. BESIDES BEING A PERFORMANCE, IT IS ALSO A RESEARCH WORK WITH

TRANSFORMATIVE INTENT THAT SEEKS TO GIVE SOCIETY THE CHANCE TO IMAGINE A NEW WORLD.



La Donna Lampada is a slightly different lecture, a slightly different contemporary circus show. A woman enters the stage with a strange tic and
throws a question at the audience. What makes her different from an animal? Through a world steeped in magical surrealism - where lamps come
to life and women look like animals - we find the answer to the question and the key to the essence of humanity. Why live like this if we could
live differently? La Donna Lampada is not an attempt to romanticise the concept of imagination but to conceive it as a social and collective
practice with the power of rebellion. The one that will enable us to write the history we want and move towards a more sustainable future.

SYNOPSIS



Theoretical Frame
PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACHES

MARINA GARCÉS, «Imaginación crítica» 

To raise a historical front in which imagination must play an important
role as a social and collective practice with the power of rebellion. 
«The Apocalypse, as a mythical or literary figure, is the image that erases all images.
Today it seduces us because in the end it is more reassuring to think that
everything can end, than to entrust us with the task of continuing to imagine
something beyond ourselves» (Marina Gracés)

ANTONIO GRAMSCI, «Odio gli indifferenti. Vivere significa partecipare»

To de-fatalise our present. To rethink the present as history and society as
becoming. To think and act courageously in "times of misery". To not give up the
dream of fighting for a fair society. 
«a world thought of as non-transformable actually becomes immutable » (Diego Fusaro)

WALTER BENJAMIN, «On the concept of history»

To understand that the human being is a historical being who can transform what
happens. To understand that transforming reality is possible but above all
necessary. History is made by men and women, by countries , it does not make
itself.

GARCÉS, Marina. 2022. «Imaginación crítica». A: Garcés, Marina (coord.). «Ecología de la imaginación». Artnodes, no. 29. UOC. https://doi.org/10.7238/d.v0i29.393040 
FUSARO, Diego. 2015. «Antonio Gramsci». Itàlia: FELTRINELLI,  ISBN 9788807227011 



Theoretical Frame 
AESTHETIC APPROACHES 

La Salvación de lo Bello
Chul Han (2015)

Aesthetic or anaesthetic? 
«The polished world is a hedonistic world of pure
positivity, where there is no pain, hurt or guilt.
Without negativity there is no experience, beauty is
exhausted in the 'like'.». 

Wabisabi
Fransesc Miralles (2014)

The art of the imperfect, the incomplete, the ephemeral. 
«Beauty is everything that is consumed by the
hurricane of time».  

To help create an atmosphere of historical reflection. The past and the future enter into
dialogue through the creation of images with objects consumed by the hurricane of time.

The costumes and objects used are found or recycled objects that carry their own history.

HAN, Byung-Chul. La salvación de lo bello. Barcelona: Herder, 2015. ISBN 9788425437588
MIRALLES, Fransesc. Wabi-sabi. Espanya: B de Bolsillo , 2014. ISBN 9788498729184 



ARTISTIC SHEET  

Authorship: Laia Picas Rodoreda and Paolo Tonezzer 
Concept and interpretation: Laia Picas Rodoreda

Text: Laia Picas Rodoreda, Gaia Vimercatti
External eye and artistic accompaniment: Griselda Juncà, Gaia

Vimercatti, Flavio d'Andrea
Lamp construction: Michael Genovese (Abat-Jour)

Technician: Paolo Tonezzer
External help for light design: Tullia Luce
Construction of gadgets: Paolo Tonezzer

Photography and video: Lucrezia Ficetti e Alessio Ferreri
Illustration of the Tarot cards: Arianna Taretto 



ABOUT THE ARTIST

After practicing artistic gymnastics from the age of 7 to 16, she decided to move from theory to practice and began a new phase
where she trained professionally in contemporary circus at the Rogelio Rivel circus school in Barcelona (2019-2021) and Flic Circus
School in Turin, Italy (2021 - 2022) where he specializes in aerial rope. At the same time, her passion for art and culture led her to
start a Master's degree in Cultural Management at UOC (2021-2023).

She has participated in social movements since the age of 17. She understands that culture must be a public good that fosters the
development of society and individuals through equity. As an artist, the genre that most captures her attention is the
performance lecture, a hybrid territory between academia and other artistic forms. She performed in the show 'Monumental'
directed by Jocelyn Cottencin at the Mercat de les Flors i la Dansa in the Salmon Festival in Barcelona and in 'Circo in Canto', a circus
opera directed by Roberto Magro, dramaturgy by Flavio D'Andrea and music composed by Simon Thierrée. She is part of the aerial
rope collective 'less-kuerdas', with which she is creating the show 'Drift'.

During her studies at Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona (2015 - 2019) - Bachelor's degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics
- she discovered her passion for culture, in particular for live arts and circus. From the outset, she is highly motivated to put
contemporary circus at the centre of the academy as a means of cultural vindication. Thus, she decided to do research work on
the 'interpretation of aerial technique from Asian aesthetics'. In June of the same year, she participated in this research, guided by
Raquel Bouso, as a lecturer at the 'Jornada d'Estudi d'Estètica Intercultural: De la imatge al gest' at Pompeu Fabra University.



SUPPORTED BY:
SOLO BUT NOT ALONE focus Italy 2023 (Italian Ministry of Culture - Boarding Pass Plus)

COPRODUCTIONS:
Circo allin’circa (ITA) through the grant Creatività 2024, Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia /
Dinamico Festival through EFFEA 2022 (European Festivals Fund for Emerging Artists) / Consell
Comarcal del Moianès, Grant for the promotion of culture 2022. 

RESIDENCIES: 
“LA PAROLA AI CORPI: Immaginare Altrimenti”, Quattrox4, Milano (ITA), La Fabrica de Somnis, Vic
(CAT), Circo all’incirca, Udine (ITA), Cirkobalkana , Zagabria (HR), Bolla di Sapone, Trento (ITA),
Dinamico Festival, Reggio Emilia (ITA). 



Pervia festival, Tesino (ITA), July 2022
Estate Sotto le stelle, Valvasone (ITA), July 2022

Brocante Festival, Frisanco (ITA), July 2022
Muja Festival, Muggia (ITA), August 2022

Dinamico Festival, Reggio Emilia (ITA), September 2022
Euforia Circus Festival, Sopramonte (ITA), September 2022

Festival Cultura Inquieta, Collsuspina (CAT), November 2022
ExPosizioni Festival, Milan (ITA), November 2022

Cirkobalkana Festival, Zagreb (HR) July 2023
Dinamico Festival, Reggio Emilia (ITA), September 2023

Teatro Cassanese TECA, Milan (ITA), October 2023

PRESENTATIONS



contact
Laia Picas Rodoreda

+34689015048
cialallucana@gmail.com

@ladonnalampada
cialallucana.mypixieset.com

Photography  Bryony Louise - Francesco Lanciotti
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